
■Faculty of Global Studies　＊will be established in Apr 2016（under consideration）

・Department of Global Communication
At the Department of Global Communication, you will master 2 of 3 languages (Japanese, Chinese, and English), which are not your first 
language. Moreover, you will also study the language and culture of these countries. 
Projected diversity: International Students 20%、Japanese Students 80%

・Department of Japanese Communication
At the Department of Japanese Communication, you will master the Japanese language (especially Japanese for business) and learn about 
Japanese culture, including Japanese business culture and Japanese subculture. You can also learn how to teach Japanese language.
Projected diversity: International Students 60%、Japanese Students 40%

・Department of Global Business
At the Department of Global Communication, you will master 2 of 3 languages (Japanese, Chinese, and English) which are not your first 
language. Moreover, you will also study business such as marketing, trading, and business culture of the countries mentioned above in 
English.  
Projected diversity: International Students 40%、Japanese Students 60%

■Faculty of Literature

・Department of Japanese Literature and Culture
By studying Japanese literature and culture, our students foster rich sensibility by developing their reading comprehension, expressiveness, 
creativity, and sense of discrimination. Our aim is to cultivate students who have the creativity to give rise to new cultural arts.

■Faculty of Law

・Department of Law
By enabling students to acquire and develop practical legal knowledge and ways of thinking that will facilitate prosperous living. the 
Department of Law produces graduates who can harmoniously contribute to the formation of a sustainable society.

・Department of Political Science
By helping students to understand the social environment surrounding them and acquire the abilities and skills needed as model citizens of 
a peaceful society with a harmonious outlook the Department of Political Science produces individuals who can contribute to the formation 
of a sustainable society.

■Faculty of Economics

・Department of Economics
The Department of Economics produces individuals who maintain a strong sense of ethics and spirit of harmony in the midst of our global 
society. These individuals also strive to contribute to society. They also realize their full potential and are also capable of identifying and 
solving problems through a universal and scientific way of observing and thinking about matters through the study of economic methods 
and knowledge, and are capable of playing active roles in a variety of fields in domestic/overseas companies as well as public offices.

・Department of Business Administration
The department of business administration produces bold. highly-motivated entrepreneurs; small business successors: certified public 
accountants, certified public tax accountants, financial planners, and other professionals who maintain a strong sense of ethics and spirit of 
harmony in the midst of our global society;  They strive to contribute to society and realize their full potential. They are promising individuals 
capable of using their specialized knowledge in areas such as management, accounting, and finance to play active roles in exceptional companies 
and venture companies both domestically and abroad, in non-profit organizations, and also public sectors.

Ariake Campus is located at the forefront of business; 
Musashino Campus is a place for thinking and 
contemplation amongst lush nature.
From these two campuses, one on the waterfront and 
one surrounded by nature, we will pioneer future 
progress and strive to be a vibrant and significantly 
international university.
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■Faculty of Human Sciences

・Department of Human Sciences
The Department of Human Sciences seeks to cultivate individuals who understand life's problems organically and comprehensively through the 
prisms of religion, the body, and the mind, and are oriented to the development of improved human relations.

・Department of Social Welfare
The Department of Social Welfare seeks to nurture individuals who have technical and practical expertise in the field of social welfare, and who 
also have the ability to help bring about the harmonious co-existence of human beings within their society.

■Faculty of Engineering

・Department of Environmental Systems Sciences
At the Department of Environmental Systems Sciences, you will gain knowledge and understanding in environmental science expertise. With 
strong environmental knowledge and systematical thinking, you will proactively involve yourselves in social participations and bring awareness to 
enlighten the general public about environmental issues.

・Department of Mathematical Engineering
At the Department of Mathematical Engineering, you will gain knowledge and understanding in professional Mathematical Engineering expertise 
based on mathematics, physics, and information. By the end of the department you will be able to think of how they can make use of your skills 
within a variety of fields such as logistics, transport, finance and security.

・Department of Architecture
At the Department of Architecture, you will use your professional knowledge and skills based on architecture to contribute towards the design of a 
more sustainable society. You will also aim to work towards solving any raised design issues we may have within modern society.  

"Kasai international dormitory" -a dormitory that gathers international students is now open.
By living together and learning from one another, these students from around the world learn to grow a better understanding of different 
diversity values, deepen their mutual understanding for each other and learn to build human relations on a wider, international scale. This 
dormitory is situated in a very ideal location with it only being a 15minute bus ride away from the Theme park.

Musashino Campus,Musashino Campus,

http://www.musashino-u.ac.jp/


